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The published methods mainly solve the problem of
efficiency improvement for constant output power. Results of
applied algorithms highly depends from the size of drive (Fig.
1) (Abrahamsen et al.,1998) and operating conditions,
especially load torque and speed (Figs. 2 and 3). Efficiency of
IM changes from 75% for low power 0,75kW machine to
more then 95% for 100kW machine. Also efficiency of drive
converter is typically 95% and more.

Abstract -The paper describes the most commonly used
method for efficiency optimization of induction motor
drives (IMD). Simple state control, Model based and
Search control. They have been analyzed and pointed out
good sides and drawbacks of every method. An algorithm
for efficiency optimization of IMD that work in periodic
closed cycle operation cycles and known operating
conditions is also presented. The used algorithm is based
on the technique of dynamic programming. This model is
implemented in vector control induction motor drive.
Simulations and experimental test are performed. Results
are presented in the paper.
1. INTRODUCTION
Scientific considerations presented in this paper are
related to the methods for power loss minimization in
induction motor drives.
The induction motor is without doubt the most used
electrical motor and a great energy consumer. Three-phase
induction motors consume 60% of industrial electricity
and it takes considerable efforts to improve their efficiency
[1]. The vast majority of induction motor drives are used
for heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC).
These applications require only low dynamic performance
and in most cases only voltage source inverter is inserted
between grid and induction motor as cheapest solution.
The classical way to control these dives is constant V/f
ratio and simple methods for efficiency optimization can
be applied [2-3]. From the other side there are many
applications where, like electrical vehicles, electric energy
has to be consumed in the best possible way and use of
induction motors in such application requires an energy
optimized control strategy [4].
The evolution of the power digital microcontrollers and
development of power electronics enables applying not
only methods for induction motor drives (IMD) control,
like vector control or direct torque control, but also
development of different functions which make drives
more robust and more efficient. One of the more
interesting algorithm which can be applied in a drive
controller is algorithm for efficiency optimization.
In a conventional setting, the field excitation is kept
constant at rated value throughout its entire load range. If
machine is under-loaded, this would result in overexcitation and unnecessary copper losses. Thus in cases
where a motor drive has to operate in wider load range, the
minimization of losses has great significance. It is known
that efficiency improvement of IMD can be implemented
via motor flux level and this method has been proven to be
particularly effective at light loads and in a steady state of
drive. Also flux reduction at light loads gives less acoustic
noise derived from both converter and machine. From the
other side low flux makes motor more sensitive to load
disturbances and degrades dynamic performances [5].

Fig. 1 Rated motor efficiances for ABB motors (catalog
data) and typical converter efficiency.

Fig 2. Measured standard motor efficiences with both
rated flux and efficiency optimized control at rated
mechanical speed (2.2 kW rated power).
That’s obvious, converter losses is not necessary to
consider in efficiency optimal control for small drives.
Best results in efficiency optimization can be achieved for a
light loads and steady state of drive. Functional approximation
of the power losses in the induction motor drive is given in
second section. Basic concepts strategies for efficiency
optimization of induction motor drive what includes its
characteristics, advantages and drawbacks are described in
third section. Implementation of modern technique for
efficiency optimization of IMD based on fuzzy logic,
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artificial neural networks and torque reserve control are
presented in fourth section.

PFe = ch Ψm2ωe + ce Ψm2ωe2 ,

(3)

where ψd is magnetizing flux, ωe supply frequency, ch is
hysteresis and ce eddy current core loss coefficient.
Copper losses are due to flow of the electric current
through the stator and rotor windings and these are given
by:

pCu = Rsis2 + Rr iq2 ,

The stray flux losses depend on the form of stator and
rotor slots and are frequency and load dependent [6]. The
total secondary losses (stray flux, skin effect and shaft
stray losses) usually don't exceed 5% of the overall losses.
Considering also, that the stray losses are of importance at
high load and overload conditions, while the efficiency
optimizer is effective at light load, the stray losses are not
considered as a separate loss component in the loss
function. Formal omission of the stray loss representation
in the loss function have no impact on the accuracy
algorithm for on-line optimization [6].
Based on previous consideration, total flux dependent
power losses in the drive are given by the following
equitation:
(5)
Ptot = (Rinv + Rs )id2 + (Rinv + Rs + Rr )iq2 + ceωe 2ψ m2 + c hωe ψ m2 .

Fig 3. Measured standard motor efficiences with both
rated flux and efficiency optimized control at light load
(20% of rated load).
Efficiency optimized control for closed-cycle operation
of high performance IMD is presented in fifth section. The
mathematical concept for computing optimal control,
based on the dynamic programming approach, is
described. At the end, conclusion summarises the results
achieved, implementation possibilities and directions of
further research in this field.

Efficiency algorithm works so that flux in the machine is
less or equal to its nominal value:

ψ D ≤ ψ Dn ,
where ψDn is nominal value of rotor flux.
expression for rotor flux can be accepted:

2. FUNCTIONAL APPROXIMATION OF THE
POWER LOSSES IN THE INDUCTION MOTOR
DRIVE

Pout=dωrψDiq,

)

Pinv = Rinv ⋅ is2 = Rinv ⋅ id2 + iq2 ,

(7)

(2)

where id,, iq are components of the stator current is in d,q
rotational system and Rinv is inverter loss coefficient.
Motor losses: These losses consist of hysteresis and eddy
current losses in the magnetic circuit (core losses), losses
in the stator and rotor conductors (copper losses) and stray
losses. At nominal operating point, the core losses are
typically 2-3 times smaller then the cooper losses, but they
represent main loss component of a highly loaded
induction motor drives [6]. The main core losses can be
modeled by [7]:
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(8)

where d is positive constant, ωr angular speed, ψD rotor flux
and iq active component of the stator current. Based
on
previous consideration, assumption that position of the rotor
flux is correctly calculated, q component of rotor flux is equal
0 (ΨQ =0) and relation Pin=Ptot+Pout ,output power can be
given by the following equation:
Pin = aid2 + biq2 + c1ωe 2ψ D2 + c2ωeψ D2 + dω rψ D iq ,

Converter losses: Main constituents of converter losses are the
rectifier, DC link and inverter conductive and inverter
commutation losses. Rectifier and DC link inverter losses are
proportional to output power, so the overall flux-dependent
losses are inverter losses. These are usually given by:

(

So linear

where ΨD=Lmid in a steady state.
Expression for output power can be given as:

(1).

Pmot = PCu + PFe

(6)

dψ D Rr
R
Lmid − r ψ D ,
=
dt
Lr
Lr

The process of energy conversion within motor drive
converter and motor leads to the power losses in the motor
windings and magnetic circuit as well as conduction and
commutation losses in the inverter.
The overall power losses (Ptot) in electrical drive consists
of converter losses (Pinv) and motor losses (Pmot), while
motor power losses can be divided in copper (PCu) and iron
losses (PFe) (Uddin & Nam, 2008):
Ptot = Pmot + Pinv

(4)

where a=Rs+Rinv , b= Rs+Rinv+Rr,, c1=ce and c2=ch.
Input power should be measured and exact Pout is needed
in order to acquire correct power loss and avoid coupling
between load pulsation and the efficiency optimizer.
Total power losses can be calculated as difference between
input and output drive power:
Ptot = Pin − Pout ,
(10)
where
Pin = Vdc ⋅ I dc
(11)
is input drive power and
Pout = ωrTem
(12)
is output drive power.
Variables Vdc and Idc are voltage and current in DC link.
Electromagnetic torque Tem is known variable in a drive
and speed ωr is measured or estimated. So, we can
calculate power losses without knowledge of motor

(9)

3.3 Search Control

parameters and power loss calculation is independent of
the motor parameter changes in the working area.

In the search strategy, the on-line procedure for
efficiency optimization is carried out [10], [11], [12] (Fig.
6). The on-line efficiency optimization control on the basis
of search , where the stator or rotor flux is decremented in
steps until the measured input power settles down to the
lowest value is very attractive.
Search strategy methods have an important advantage
compared to other strategies. It is completely insensitive
to parameter changes while effects of the parameter
variations caused by temperature and saturation are very
expressed in two other strategy.
Besides all good characteristics of search strategy
methods, there is an outstanding problem in its use. When
the load is low and optimal operating point is found, flux
is so low that the motor is very sensitive to load
perturbations.Also, flux convergence to its optimal value
sometimes can be to slow, and flux never reaches the value
of minimal losses then in small steps oscillates around it.

3. STRATEGIES FOR EFFICIENCY
OPTIMIZATION OF IMD
Numerous scientific papers on the problem of loss
reduction in IMD have been published in the last 20 years.
Although good results have been achieved, there is still no
generally accepted method for loss minimization.
According to the literature, there are three strategies for
dealing with the problem of efficiency optimization of the
induction motor drive [2]:
1. Simple State Control (SSC) ,
2. Loss Model Control (LMC) and
3. Search Control (SC)
3.1. Simple State control

The first strategy is based on the control of one of the
variables in the drive [2], [8] (Fig.4). This variable must be
measured or estimated and its value is used in the feedback
control of the drive, with the aim of running the motor by
predefined reference value. Slip frequency or power factor
displacement are the most often used variables in this
control strategy. Which one to chose depends on which
measurement signals is available [2]. This strategy is
simple, but gives good results only for a narrow set of
operation conditions. Also, it is sensitive to parameter
changes in the drive due to temperature changes and
magnetic circuit saturation.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of search control strategy.
There are hybrid methods [5], [13] which combine good
characteristics of two optimization strategies SC and LMC
and it was enhanced attention as interesting solution for
efficiency optimization of controlled electrical drives.
4. MODERN TECHNIQUE FOR EFFICIENCY
OPTIMIZATION OF IMD
Power loss model is very attractive, because it is fast and
magnetizing flux which gives minimum power losses can be
calculated directly from loss model. Based on expression (8),
(9) and (10) power losses can be expressed in terms related to
id, Tem and ωs as follows

Fig. 4. Control diagram for the simple state efficiency
optimization strategy.
3.2 Loss Model Control

In the second strategy, a drive loss model is used for
optimal drive control [8], [6](Fig. 5). These algorithms are
fast because the optimal control is calculated directly from
the loss model.

(

)

Ptot (id , Tem , ωe ) = a + c1 L2m ωe2 + c2 L2m ωe id2 +

2
bTem

(dLmid )2

.

(13)

Assuming absence of saturation and specifying slip
frequency:
iq
.
(14)
ωs = ωe − ωr =
Tr i d
power loss function can be expressed as function of current id
and operational conditions (ωr , Tem):

(

)

Ptot (id , Tem , ω r ) = a + c1 L2m ω r2 + c2 L2m ω r id2 +

(2c1ωr + c2 )LmTem

Fig. 5 Block diagram for the model based control strategy.

dTr

2 ⎞
⎛
T2
bTem
⎟1.
+ ⎜ c1 em 2 +
2 ⎟ 2
⎜ (dT )
(dLm ) ⎠ id
r
⎝

(15)

Based on equation (14), it is obvious, the steady-state
optimum is readily found based upon the loss function
parameters and operating conditions. Substituing α=

But, power loss modeling and calculation of the
optimal operating conditions can be very complex. This
strategy is also sensitive to parameter variations in the
drive.
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(a + c L ω

)

2
Tem
bT 2
+ 2 em2
2 2
d Tr
d Lm
of current id which gives minimal losses is:

1

2

m

2
r

+ c2 L2m ωr

and γ = c1

4.4 Fibonacci Method

value

0.25

⎛γ ⎞
=⎜ ⎟ .
(16)
⎝α ⎠
If the losses in the drive were known exactly, it would
be possible to calculate the optimal operating point and
control of drive in accordance to that. For the following
reasons it is not possible in practice [10]:
1. Even though efficiency optimization could be
calculated exactly, it is probably that limitation in
computation power in industrial drives would make
this impossible.
2. A number of fundamental losses are difficult to
predict: stray load, iron losses in case of saturation
changes, copper losses because of temperature rise
etc.
3. Due to limitation in costs all the measurable signals
can not be acquired. It means that certain quantities
must be estimated which naturally leads to an error.
4. Parameters in the loss model are very sensitive to
temperature rise , magnetic circuit saturation, skin
effect and so on.
For above mentioned reasons it is impractically to
calculate power losses on the basis of loss model.
Search algorithms do not require the knowledge of motor
parameters and these are applicable universally to any
motor. So there are very intensive research of these
methods, especially on academic level. Search algorithms
are usually based on the following methods [14].
∗
idLMC

This method consists of sampling the input power of the
motor working at different fluxes are function Fibonacci’s
series.
4.5 Search Methods Based on Fuzzy Logic

Search controller is used during the steady states of drive.
Based on expression (9) it can be concluded that function
of power loss is nonlinear. Also controller of efficiency
improvement should follow known rules. These are
reasons why fuzzy logic is often used in realization of
efficiency optimization controller. These obtains faster and
smoothly convergence of flux to the value which gives
minimal power loss for a given operating conditions.
Typical SC optimization block is shown in Fig. 7 [15].
Input variable in optimization controller is drive input
power (Pin), while output variable is new value of
magnetization current (i*d) . Fuzzy controller is very
simple and it contains only one input and one output
variable.
Scaling factors, input gain Pg and output gain Ig are
calculated following the next expression [15]:

Pg = Ptot _ nom − PtotLMC
*
I g = I dn − idLMC

,

(17)

where Ptot_nom is power loss for nominal flux, and P tot_opt is
power loss for optimal flux value calculated from loss
model, Idn is nominal and i*dLMC is optimal magnetizing
current defined by (16).

4.1 Rosenbrock Method

The flux is changed gradually in one direction if
(ΔPtot<0).When algorithm detects change of power losses
(ΔPtot>0), flux is changed in other direction, until the
required accuracy is achieved:
⎧ k = 1; ΔPγ (n ) < 0
, where
ψ (n + 1) = ψ (n ) + kΔψ (n ); k = ⎨
⎩k = −1; ΔPγ (n ) > 0

Fig. 7. SC efficiency optimization controller.

ΔPtot(n)= Ptot(n+1)- Ptot(n) and Δψ(n)= ψ(n+1)- ψ(n). This

method is simple, but flux convergence can be to slow.

4.6 Torque Reserve Control in Search Methods for
Efficiency Optimization

4.2 Proportional Method

One of the greatest problem of LMC methods is its
sensitivity on load perturbation, especially for light loads when
the flux level is low. This is expressed for a step increase of
load torque and then two significant problems appear:
- Flux is far from the value which gives minimal losses
during transient process, so transient losses are big.
- Insufficiency in the electromagnetic torque leads output
speed to converge slow to its reference value with
significant speed drops. Also, oscillations in the speed
response are appeared.
These are common problem of methods for efficiency
optimization based on flux adjusting to load torque. Speed
response on the step change of load torque (from 0.5 p.u.
to 1.1 p.u.), for nominal flux and when LMC method is
applied, is presented in the fig. 8. Speed drops and slow
speed convergence to its reference value are more exposed
for LMC method. These are reasons why torque reserve
control in LMC method for efficiency optimization is

To accelerate flux convergence to its optimal value is
possible to use not only the sign of the consumed power,
but also the module of the input power. This can be
expressed by: ψ (n + 1) = ψ (n ) − k sgn (Δψ (n )) , where k is
positive number. This algorithm presents convergence
problems and oscillations if k is constant value. Better
results are obtained if k is a nonlinear functions varying
with system conditions.
4.3 Gradient Method

This algorithm is based on the gradient directions search
methods, using the gradient of the input power. The
gradient is computed using a 1st order liner approximation .
ψ (n + 1) = ψ (n ) − k∇Pγ ( n) . This problem has problems
around the optimum flux due to difficulty to obtain a good
numerical approximation of the gradient.
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4.7 Search Methods Using Neural Networks

necessary. Model of efficiency optimization controller with
torque reserve control is presented in fig. 9 [16]. Optimal value
of magnetization current is calculated from the loss model and
for given operational conditions (16). Fuzzy logic controller is
used in determination of Δid, on the basis of the previously
determined torque reserve (ΔTem). Controller is very simple,
and there is one input, one output and 3 rules. Only 3
membership functions are enough to describe influence of
∗
torque reserve in the generation of idopt
.

To find control combination that leads to the minimum
power input point an artificial neural network (ANN)
based search algorithm can be employed to operate as an
efficiency optimizer. One typical ANN search control
block applied for direct torque controlled IMD is presented
in Fig. 10 [14]. Also, similar method can be applied for
vector controlled IMD [14].

Fig. 10 ANN efficiency optimizer.
Input drive power is measured and difference between
two successive steps is calculated. Result ΔPin(k) is one
input variable in artificial neural network. It is scaled to
the normalized interval [0 1] in input scaling block IS.
Second input variable is last step of stator flux ΔΨσ(k-1).
The neural networks has two inputs, one output, and two
hidden layers, of 4 and 2 neurons respectively. The
training was done off-line , by connecting the ANN in
parallel with an adaptive step minimum search system.
Output variable of efficiency controller is new step of
stator flux ΔΨs(n). Also, it is normalized to interval [-1,1]
and its scaling to real value is implemented in output
scaling (OS) block.
Steady state of the system is detected in second part of
efficiency optimization block which input is mechanical
speed ωm(n). If steady state is detected optimization block
is enabled and output is Ψ∗s(n)=Ψs(n). Adversely, flux is
set to the value given by flux weakening block and
Ψ∗s(n)=Ψ0s(n)

Fig. 8 Speed response on the step load increase for
nominal flux and when LMC is applied.

4.8 Hybrid method for efficiency optimization

Fig. 9. Block for efficiency optimization with torque
reserve control.
If torque reserve is sufficient then Δid ≈0 and this block has
∗
no effect in a determination of idopt
. Oppositely, current id

Hybrid method combines good characteristics of two
optimization strategies SC and LMC [16, 17]. It was
enhanced attention as interesting solution for efficiency
optimization of controlled electrical drives. During
transient process LMC is used, so fast flux changes and
good dynamic performances are kept. Search control is
used for efficiency optimization in a steady state of drive.
Electrical drive with block for efficiency optimization is
shown in Figure 11. Electric drive is supplied from the
primary power network 3x380V. This voltage is rectified
and the voltage and current in DC link are mesured. The
drive inverter is current regulated (CR) voltage three-phase
inverter. Reference and measured d and q components of
stator current are kept in the current controllers. These

(magnetization flux) increases to obtain sufficient reserve of
electromagnetic torque.
Two scaling blocks are used in efficiency controller. Block IS
is used for normalization of input variable, so same controller
can be used for a different power range of machine. Block OS
is used for output scaling to adjust influence of torque reserve
∗
and obtain requested compromise
in determination of idLMC
between power loss reduction and good dynamic response.
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branch. The output of speed controller is reference value
of electromagnetic torque. Reference value of stator
current d component is determined in a block for
efficiency optimization and q component of stator current
vector on the basis of d stator current vector component
and electromagnetic torque reference. Position of rotor
flux vector is determined in indirect vector control block
(IVC).

controllers are realized in rotational d, q coordinate
system as a linear PI controller.
Outputs of controller are d and q component of stator
voltage. These voltages are transformed (B–
transformation) in three-phase reference voltages v*a, v*b,
v*c. These voltages are scaled and lead to PWM modulator,
where control signals of inverter switches are generated.
This drive works as speed controlled drive. Speed
reference and measured speed are led into speed controller.
Speed controller is realized as PI controller in incremental
form, with proportional coefficient in a feedback local

Fig. 11. Overall proposed block diagram of efficiency optimization controller in IMD.
Optimal control calculation in LMC for a given
operational conditions is described at the beginning of
Section 4. Expression for d component of stator current are
defined by equations (16) .
This method is sensitive to parameter changes due to
temperature changes and magnetic circuit saturation, what
consequently leads to error in a current references
calculation. So, algorithm for parameter identification is
always active, and parameters in the loss model are
continuously updated (Fig.2).
B. Search controller

Hybrid model for efficiency optimization consists from
3 blocks, LMC, SC and Steady state control (SSC) block.
LMC is used during transient states caused of external
speed or torque demand [5]. Optimal control (i*dLMC,
i*qLMC) is calculated directly from loss model for a given
operational conditions what obtains power loss
optimization and good dynamic performances. SC is used
in a steady state for a constant output power.
On the basis of speed reference and measured speed, SSC
block defines its output and controls switches (Fig.11). If
transient states is detected, LMC is active and its outputs
are forwarded to indirect vector control (IVC) block and
current regulators. When steady state is detected in SSC
block, last value of magnetizing current during transient
state is used as starting point for search algorithm
A. Loss model controller

Search algorithm is used in steady state, which is
detected in the SSC block. Error that exists between the
current reference id that is generated in the LMC model and
in the Search model appears as a consequence of inverter
and stray losses which are not included in the model. The
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applied search algorithm is simple. Since the current id is
very close to the value which gives minimal losses, small
step of magnetization current Δid=0.01Idn is chosen.

2
2
2
N −1 ⎡ aid (n ) + biq ( n) + c1ω e ( n)ψ D ( n) + ⎤
⎥
J= ∑⎢
⎥⎦
n=0 ⎢c ω 2 ( n)ψ 2 ( n)
2
e
D
⎣
.

For two successive values of the id current, power losses
are determined. Sign of Δid is maintained if power losses
are reduced. Otherwise, the sign of Δid is opposite in the
next step:

(

)

id (n ) = id (n − 1) − sgn ΔPγ (n − 1) Δid .

(18)

When the two values of magnetization current id1 and id2
were found so the sign of power loss is changed between
these values new reference of id current is specified as:
*
idSC
=

id 1 + i d 2
.
2

(23)
The a, b, c1 and c2 are parameters in the loss model of
the drive. These parameters are determined through the
process of parameter identification. Rotor speed ωr and
electromagnetic torque Tem are defined by operating
conditions (speed reference, load and friction).
b) The dynamics of the rotor flux can be described by the
following equation:
⎛

ψ D (n + 1) = ψ D (n )⎜⎜1 −
⎝

(19)

Ts
Tr

⎞ Ts
⎟⎟ + Lm id (n )
⎠ Tr
,

where Tr=Lr/Rr is a rotor time constant.
c) Constraints:
kid (n )iq (n ) = Tem (n ), k =

3 p L2m
, ( for torque)
2 2 Lr

In this way, there are no oscillations of isd current, air gap
flux and electromagnetic torque, which are characteristics
of the search algorithm.

id 2 (n ) + iq 2 (n ) − I s2max ≤ 0, ( for stator current )

5. EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION OF CLOSED
CYCLE OPERATION IMD

ψ D (n ) − ψ Dn ≤ 0, ( for rotor flux)
ψ D min −ψ D (n ) ≤ 0.

− ω rn ≤ ω r ≤ ω rn , ( for speed )

Efficiency improvement of IMD based on dynamic
programming (optimal flux control) is an interesting solution
for closed-cycle operation of drives [19]. For these drives, it is
possible to compute optimal control, so the energy
consumption for one operational cycle is minimized. In order
to do that, it is necessary to define performance index, system
equations and constraints for control and state variables and
present them in a form suitable for computer processing.
The performance index is as follows [20], [21]:
J = ϕ [x( N )] +

(24)

(25)

Ismax is maximal amplitude of stator current, ωrn is nominal
rotor speed, p is number of poles and ΨDmin is minimal value
of rotor flux.
Also, there are constraints on stator voltage:

0 ≤ v d2 + v q2 ≤ Vs max ,

N −1

∑ L( x(n), u (n))
n =1

(20)
where N=T/Ts, T is a period of close-cycled operation and Ts is
sample time. The L function is a scalar function of x-state
variables and u-control variables, where x(n) , a sequence of
n-vector, is determined by u(n), a sequence of m-vector. The
ϕ function is a function of state variables in the final stage of
the cycle. It is necessary for a correct definition of
performance index.
The system equations are:
x(n + 1) = f [x(n ), u (n )], n = 0..N − 1 ,
(21)
and f can be a linear or nonlinear function. Functions L and f
must have first and second derivation on its domain.
The constraints of the control and state variables in terms of
equality and inequality are:

C [x(n ), u (n )] ≤ 0, i = 0,1,.., N − 1 .
(22)
Following the above mentioned procedure, performance
index, system equations, constraints and boundary
conditions for a vector controlled IMD in the rotor flux
oriented reference frame, can be defined as follows:
a) The performance index is [6]:
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(26)
where vd and vq are components of stator voltage and Vsmax is
maximal amplitude of stator voltage.
Voltage constraints are more expressed in DTC than in fieldoriented vector control.
d) Boundary conditions:
Basically, this is a boundary-value problem between two
points which are defined by starting and final value of state
variables:

ω r (0 ) = ω r (N ) = 0,

Tem (0 ) = Tem (N ) = 0,

ψ Dn (0 ) = ψ Dn (N ) = free,
considerin g constrains in ( 25)

(27)
Presence of state and control variables constrains generally
complicates derivation of optimal control law. On the other
side, these constrains reduce the range of values to be searched
and simplify the size of computation [19].
Let us take the following assumptions into account:
1. There is no saturation effect (ΨD≤ ΨDn).
2. Supply frequency is a sum of rotor speed and slip
frequency, ωe= ωr + ωs . Rotor speed is defined by
speed reference whereas slip frequency is usually low
and insignificantly influences on total power loss
[22]
3. Rotor leakage inductance is significantly lower than
mutual inductance, Lγr<<Lm.

Every sample time values of ωr(n) and Tem(n) defined by
operating conditions is used to compute the optimal
control (id(n), iq(n), n=0,..,N-1) through the iterative
procedure and applying the backward procedure, from
stage n =N-1 down to stage n =0. For the optimal
control computation, the final value of ψD and λ have to
be known. In this case, ψD(N)=ψDmin and

4. Electromagnetic torque reference and speed reference
are defined by operation conditions within constraints
defined in equation (25).
Following the dynamic programming theory, Hamiltonian
function H, including system equations and equality constrains
can be written as follows [23]:
H (id ,i d , ωe ,ψ D ) = aid2 (n ) + biq2 (n ) +
c1ωe (n )ψ D2 (n ) + c2ωe2 (n )ψ D2 (n ) +

λ(N ) =

⎡
⎤
T − TS TS
λ (n + 1)⎢ψ D (n ) r
+
Lm id (n )⎥
Tr
Tr
⎣
⎦
+ μ (n ) kid (n )iq (n ) − Tem (n ) .

[

]

(

)

Tr − T S
+ 2 c1ω e (n ) + c 2 ω e2 (n )ψ D (n )
Tr

2bi q (n ) + μ (n )ki d (n ) = 0

2ai d (n ) + μ (n )ki q (n ) + λ (n + 1)

TS
Lm = 0
Tr

ki d (n )i q (n ) = Tem (n ), ω e (n ) = ω r (n ) +

(29)

Lm i q (n )
Tr ψ D (n )

n = 0, 1, 2,.., N − 1,
where λ and μ are Lagrange multipliers.
By solving the system of equations (27) and including
boundary conditions given in (23), we come to the following
system:
TS 3
2b 2
id ( n) = 2 Tem
(n )
Tr
k
Ts
Tr
ψ D (n ) =
ψ D (n + 1) −
Lm id ( n)
Tr − Ts
Tr − Ts
2aid4 ( n) + λ ( n + 1)

iq ( n ) =

∂ψ D ( N )

(

)

(29)

Simulations and experiments have been performed in
order to validate the proposed procedure.
The experimental tests have been performed on the setup
which consists of:
- induction motor (3 MOT, Δ380V/Y220V, 3.7/2.12A,
cosφ=0.71, 1400o/min, 50Hz)
- incremental encoder connected with the motor shaft,
- PC and dSPACE1102 controller board with
TMS320C31
- floating point processor and peripherals,
The algorithm observed in this paper used the Matlab –
Simulink software, dSPACE real-time interface and C
language. Handling real-time applications is done in
ControlDesk.
Some comparisons between algorithms for efficiency
optimization are made through the experimental tests.
Expressed problem in efficiency optimization methods are its
sensitivity to steep increase of load or speed reference,
especially for low flux level. Therefore, speed response on
steep increase of load are analyzed for LMC and optimal flux
control method. Torque load and speed reference for one
operating cycle are shown in Fig 12. Graph of power losses
when nominal flux is applied and optimal flux control and one
operating cycle is presented in Fig. 13.

Tem (n )
L iq (n )
, ωe (i ) = ω r (i ) + m
,
kid (n )
Tr ψ D (n )

λ (n ) = 2 c1ωe (n ) + c2ωe2 (n )ψ D (n ) + λ (n + 1)

= 0.

5.1 Experimental results

(28)
In a purpose to determine stationary state of performance
index, next system of differential equations are defined:

λ (n ) = λ (n + 1)

∂ϕ

Tr − Ts
Tr

n = 0,1,2,.., N − 1.

(30)

Fig. 12. Graph of speed and load torque reference in one one operating cycle.
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Fig. 13 Power losses
in one operating cycle for a) optimal flux b) nominal flux.
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That is obvious, for optimal flux control power loss
reduction is expressed in one operating cycle
6. Conclusion

Algorithms for efficiency optimization of induction motor
drives are briefly described. These algorithms can be applied
as software solution in controlled electrical drives, particulary
vector controlled and direct controlled IMD.
If load torque has a value close to nominal or higher,
magnetizing flux is also nominal regardless of whether an
algorithm for efficiency optimization is applied or not. For a
light load methods for efficiency optimization gives
significiant power loss reduction (Figs .2 and 3).
Three startegies for efficiency optimization, Simple state
control, Loss model control and Search control are usually
used. LMC and SC are especially interested. LMC is fastest
tehnique but very sensitive to parameter variations in loss
model of drive. Also, calculation of optimal control based on
loss model can be to complex. SC methods can be applied for
any machine and these are insensitive to parameter variations.
In many applications fux change to its optimal value is too
slow. Some tehniques based on fuzzy logic and artificial
neural networks which obtains faster and smoothly flux
convergence to the value of minimal power losses are
described.
New algorithm for efficiency optimization of high
performance induction motor drive and for closed-cycle
operation has been proposed. Also, procedure for optimal
control computation has been applied.
According to the performed simulations and experimental
tests, we have arrived at the following conclusions: The
obtained experimental results show that this algorithm is
applicable. It offers significant loss reduction (Fig. 13), good
dynamic features and stable operation of the drive.
Some new methods for parameter identification in loss
model made LMC very actual. Also, Hybrid method combines
good characteristics of two optimization strategies SC and
LMC. It was enhanced attention as interesting solution for
efficiency optimization of controlled electrical drives. These
can be very interesting for further research in this field.
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